
What Wish Other Moms Knew
Being a mom is a wonderful and fulfilling experience, but it also comes with its fair
share of challenges and difficulties. No matter how much preparation and
research you do before becoming a mother, there are always things you wish you
knew beforehand. In this article, we will explore some valuable insights and
advice from experienced moms that will help you navigate through motherhood
with more confidence and ease.

1. Self-Care is Non-Negotiable

As a mom, it's easy to put your needs last and focus entirely on your child.
However, it's essential to prioritize self-care. Taking care of yourself physically,
mentally, and emotionally is crucial for being a better mom. Remember, you
cannot pour from an empty cup. Seek support from your partner, family, or friends
to take a break and indulge in activities that recharge and rejuvenate you.

2. Mom Guilt is Common, but Unnecessary

Mom guilt is a prevalent feeling that many mothers experience. We often question
our decisions and feel guilty about not doing enough or being perfect. It's crucial
to realize that you are doing the best you can and that good enough is truly
enough. Trust your instincts and know that your love and care are more valuable
to your child than any perceived flaws or mistakes.
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3. It's Okay to Ask for Help

Raising a child is a collaborative effort, and it's essential to ask for help when
needed. Whether it's seeking advice from experienced moms, asking your
partner for support, or hiring professional help, don't be afraid to reach out.
Remember that you are not alone in this journey, and seeking assistance is a
sign of strength, not weakness.

4. Comparison Will Rob Your Joy

In the era of social media, it's easy to fall into the trap of comparing yourself to
other moms. Remember that everyone's journey is different, and what works for
one mom may not work for you. Avoid comparing your child's milestones,
appearance, or your parenting style with others. Focus on your unique bond with
your child and celebrate your individuality.

5. Trust Your Intuition

Mothers have a powerful intuition when it comes to their children. Trust your gut
feelings and instincts when making decisions for your child. While it's essential to
seek advice and gather information, ultimately, you know your child best. Have
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faith in yourself and your ability to make choices that are in the best interest of
your little one.

6. Embrace Imperfection

No matter how hard we try, we will make mistakes along the way. Embrace
imperfections and know that it's part of the journey. It's through these
imperfections that we learn and grow as mothers. Remember that your child
loves and appreciates you for who you are, flaws and all.

7. Cherish the Moments

Time with your child passes in the blink of an eye. Cherish every moment, even
the challenging ones. Be fully present and create memories that will last a
lifetime. Take time to engage in activities that you and your child enjoy and make
the most out of every precious moment together.

8. You Are Enough

In a world where we are bombarded with expectations and pressures, it's crucial
to remember that you are enough. You may not have all the answers, and that's
okay. What matters most is the love and care you provide for your child. Trust in
yourself and know that you are doing an incredible job as a mom.

By embracing these insights and advice from experienced moms, you can
navigate through motherhood with more confidence and joy. Remember, every
mom's journey is unique, and it's okay to make mistakes and learn along the way.
Cherish the beautiful moments, prioritize self-care, and trust in your abilities as a
mother, and you will thrive in this incredible role.
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When you live in any size home, you have a need to organize your
home.
Amy Ritz-Lee has made it her mission to share fresh ideas for the home on her
book What I Wish Other Moms Knew. In this book she has collected her best
quick fixes, innovative hacks, and DIY solutions to keep your home looking
beautiful.

Have you ever wished you had the time and resources to organize your home in
a clutter-free, Pinterest-worthy manner? What I Wish Other Moms Knew is
packed with the secrets and shortcuts you need to properly arrange your house,
from storage solutions and cleaning suggestions to secret space-saving tactics
and professional strategies.

This book covers anything from small rooms and apartment solutions to how to
handle a large, filthy home with a home organization challenge. It explains all you
need to know about decluttering your home, storing your stuff, and keeping your
home—and life—in tip-top form.
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Organize your living and dining rooms, bedrooms and bathrooms, guest areas,
babies and children's rooms, utility spaces and garages, entryways and offices,
patios and decks, closets, and pet areas. Organize your pantry, holiday and craft
supplies, weekly menu planning, keepsakes, and appointments. This book covers
every nook and cranny, from the cellar to the attic.

It's time to say goodbye to a cluttered home and wasted storage space with step-
by-step instructions, detailed illustrations, and handy checklists!

 Do you find yourself frozen and overwhelmed when you enter a room to
organize?

 Do you find yourself wasting money on ineffective organizing solutions?

 Do you ever feel like you put in a lot of work but never get anywhere?

Or maybe you know exactly what you want to do but can't seem to get started for
whatever reason. Organizing is a difficult task.

Here Is a Preview of What you’ll learn...

How to organize your storage materials

How to condense all of your clutter into one area of the room

How to categories your clutter

How to clean each space according to their requirements

How to use your clutter to your advantage

How to get rid of your clutter

How to develop healthy cleaning habits



How to harmonize your home

And so much more!

With Amy Ritz-Lee book, you can get your house in order and turn your home
from a hoarding nightmare into a clutter-free paradise!
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